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Answers:

Across:
BMW 1. What kind of bike did Shayne ride
Money 4. What did Mikey find in the pocket of the suit
Dad 6. From who did Shayne learn his Martial arts skill
Australia 8. Shayne claimed to be from what foreign country
Confession 14. What did Shayne give at the Police station: a
Cujo 15. What was the name of the neighbor’s small but “fierce” guard dog
Garcia 17. Mikey got paid for helping Mrs. who with her errands
Vigilante 18. Someone who takes the law into their own hands is called a
Suits 19. Mikey liked to wear what to school every day
Motorcycle 21. What did Wart have in his living room that was so unusual

Down:
MarieMartin 2. Who was Trey’s girlfriend at the end of the story
Thriftway 3. In the story another term for 2nd hand stores was
Harley 5. What kind of bike did Wart ride
Barkie 7. Mikey & Marie’s dog’s name was
Slinker 9. What does Mikey say Escabullirse means in English
LaRose 10. What was Shayne’s real Last name
Fountain 11. What did Mr. Martin want to build in his front yard
Meme 12. Mikey’s grandmother like to be referred to as
Suzuki 13. What kind of bike did Jon ride
Checkers 14. What game did Mikey play w/Pepe
Wart 16. Stewart Hale’s nickname was
Taser 20. What kind of gun did the teens use